COMMERCIALS/MUSIC VIDEOS
(partial list)


DIRECTORS
(partial list)

J.J. Adler, Gilly Barnes, Noah Conopask, Tim Damon, Jeremy Konner, Sophie Muller, Bryan Barber, Matthew Gamlen, Rebecca Halpern, Chris Patterson, Allan Broce, Chris Weinstein, Dan Powell, Nick Regabuto, Lesley Chilcott, Ruth Hogben, Lloyd Lee Choi, Nick Davidge, Stephan Malik, Travis Hanour, Jimmy Chin, Chris Murphy, Walter May, Josh Lieb, Wayne Sells, Joel Peissig, Matty Fisch, Katy-Robin Garton, Mark Weinstein, Chris Weinstein

TELEVISION
(partial list)

**GENTEFIED** (Season 1)
Trailer
Netflix
Dir: Marvin Lemus

**DRUNK HISTORY** (Season 5)
Trailer
Comedy Central
Dir: Jeremy Konner, Derek Waters

**AMERICA IN PRIMETIME**
(4 Episodes)
The Documentary Group/PBS
Dir: Lloyd Kramer

**DRYVRS** (Web Series)
YouTube
Dir: Jack Dishel, Kerry Harris
Dir: Kerry Harris

**GRIP AND ELECTRIC**
(Web Series)
YouTube

**DOCUMENTARY**
(partial list)

**WATSON**
Prod: Leslie Chilcott
Dir: Lesley Chilcott

**CODEGIRL**
H Films
Dir: Lesley Chilcott

**A SMALL SECTION OF THE WORLD**
GreenLight Media and Marketing
Dir: Lesley Chilcott

*2019 Tribeca Film Festival Audience Award – 2nd Place*